Best Execution Cryptocurrency
Trading Platform
Who We Are

Vision

BestecX is the Best Execution trading platform
of CryptoBrokerage. Described as the
“Booking.com” of the cryptocurrency market,
BestecX aggregates the best prices from
multiple exchanges and allows users to
compare and trade up to 1500+
cryptocurrencies at the best available prices
globally.

BestecX's mission is to be the number one Best
Execution gateway for crypto-currency trading
within the crypto-currency ecosystem. By
combining blockchain technology and artificial
intelligence, BestecX aims to remove the
technical, informational and price barriers faced
by investors on all crypto-currency exchanges.

TEAM

Sheriff Olujide
Founder & Ceo

Challenges

Solutions

Large persistent price differences: Across
exchanges globally, price differences for many
cryptocurrencies still persists. Discount averages
reported have been between 2% and 20% higher on
some exchanges leading to huge arbitrage
differences.

Best Execution Prices: Trading platform where
users can trade up to 1500+ cryptocurrencies from
more than 200+ exchanges at the best available
prices from a single platform.

Confusion among investors due to too many
choices: Currently there are over 200+ exchanges
where 1500+ tokens are traded. Frankly Choice is
good but with numbers set to rise to over 300+
exchanges and 2500+ tokens by 2019, this
availability of choices has resulted in confusion
among investors.
Lack of transparency of commissions and fees on
many exchanges: Poor visibility and transparency
regarding fees across many exchanges has led to
users being charged previously undisclosed fees
to manage wallets, verify accounts, deposit and
withdraw funds.
Price and Trading Volume manipulation: Lack of
worldwide regulation across cryptocurrency
trading has led to increased price and trading
volume manipulation across the exchanges to
demonstrate liquidity and drive users to their
respective exchanges.
Complex technical architecture and infrastructure:
Adoption of cryptocurrencies by the mainstream
public remains limited due to the complex
technical infrastructures of many exchanges,
wallets and cryptocurrencies. Transacting and
moving money across exchanges remains a
problem with limited places where
cryptocurrencies are actually accepted.

Informational Terminal: Accessible portal with up
to date news, legitimate cryptocurrency rating
systems, support and educational materials to
help users navigate the cryptocurrency market
and make smarter and confidence investments.
Single Integrated Gateway: Single log-on process
that provides access to various cryptocurrencies
listed on multiple exchanges; No more managing
multiple log in details, multiple passwords,
multiple KYC and onboarding.
ICO Platform: An investment platform where
carefully shortlisted projects would be available
during both pre-sale and public sale. Funds raised
from our users would only be released to projects
when agreed milestones have been met by chosen
projects.
Investment Platform: Accessible to all, a secure
and easy to use platform based on the expertise of
professional traders supported by Artificial
Intelligence to facilitate a combination of
predictive solutions, aggregation of best
opportunities and support decision making.
Payment APP: BEXT App will allow users to make
fast and secure payments in stores either by
cryptos or Fiats. Users will also be able convert
cryptos to Fiat. Make faster payment than using
conventional methods such as debit or credit card.

Benefits


Safe and secure universal gateway for all
trading



A smooth and simple registering and sign-up
process



World class aggregator function to
consolidate the best available prices



An Integrated universal wallet, which provides
automated maximum-security



Fully integrated real time consolidated data
feed



BEXT token to facilitate transactions
throughout the platform



Decision-making capability supported by
Artificial Intelligence (AI) to guide users
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Token Sale Facts
CryptoBrokerage intends to carry out an Initial Coin Offering (ICO) and issue its own token.
TIMELINE: Q1 2019

Hard Cap/Min Goal: $10 million / $5million

Token Classification: Utility token (BEXT)

Token Type: ERC20 Token

Total Token Supply: 200 million

Purchase Methods: BTC, ETH, USD, EUR and GBP

Price Per Token: 0.10$
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